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The Global Monitoring Report gives evidence of important progresses realized in the pursuit of the 
Millennium Development Goals even in times of instability and uncertainty. These achievements deserve 
to be widely recognized, as they nourish hope and can free new energies to tackle the remaining 
challenges. Indeed too many human beings, especially in fragile and conflict affected states (FCS), 
continue to live in unacceptable conditions. It is therefore paramount to expand the positive trends 
recorded in many parts of the developing world through inclusive and more equitable economic growth, 
access to basic services, and strengthened governance institutions.  
 
Combining growth with deeper inclusion is indeed a key challenge, as it has been ostensibly 
demonstrated by the turmoil in North Africa and the Middle East. The recent events have created in 
many countries the opportunity to reform obsolete structures, promote equity and foster a competitive 
private sector, capable of generating job opportunities and being able to open positive perspectives to a 
new generation of ambitious youths. The World Bank Group has seldom had a better chance to show its 
relevance for development and peace. 
 
Despite considerable uncertainties, the strong economic performance of emerging and developing 
economies continues to sustain the global economic recovery. An open, rules-based and predictable 
multilateral trade system can amplify this favorable dynamic. The successful conclusion of the Doha 
round would be therefore of great relevance for development worldwide and should remain a major 
objective of the international community. 
 
Fully recognizing trade as a driver of development and very well aware of the needs for trade and energy 
infrastructure in the landlocked countries of our Constituency, we are encouraged by the preparation of 
the first Bank Group wide trade strategy. We also strongly welcome the momentum for the new strategy 
for engagement of the Bank Group in the energy sector.  Their objectives are appropriate and relevant for 
all countries of our Constituency and we look forward to an expanded collaboration of the Bank and IFC 
in these domains. 
 
Recent events have demonstrated the vulnerability of our societies to natural disasters and our limited 
capacity to master technological risks. The engagement of the Bank Group in the prevention and 
management of natural catastrophes as well as in the mitigation of climate change is therefore 
appropriate. The Japanese people have been strong and committed supporters of the Bank’s mission and 
we would like to take this opportunity to extend our deepest sympathy and condolences to the victims of 
the Earthquake and Tsunami that stroke Japan on March 11. 
 
In this context of mounting financial constraints among donors, we are particularly pleased with the 
achievements of the IDA16 replenishment. This success was supported by the welcome contributions of 
new donors and the effort of some former beneficiaries of the Agency activities, and proves the 
cooperative spirit of IDA. At present, a renewed focus on development results is essential to ensure the 
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most efficient use of constrained resources. We welcome the strengthening of IDA’s crisis response 
capability, the focus on gender equity and on climate mitigation and resilience as essential elements to 
support a sustainable and inclusive growth path in IDA countries. We appreciate the review of lending 
terms and volumes as a means to help focus concessional borrowing on the poorest IDA countries.  We 
expect that the thematic working groups will sustain important reflections on challenging themes such as 
development results, IDA's long term financial sustainability, inclusive growth and fragile states that 
should stimulate the discussion of the next negotiation round.  
 
With respect to the fragile and conflict-affected states, the 2011 World Development Report (WDR) 
correctly addresses the challenges to build resilience and create an environment conducive for 
development in these countries.  
 
We welcome the note on implementing the relevant WDR recommendations. We support the suggested 
five principles, as well as the six themes proposed for an enhanced engagement of the Bank in FCS. We 
observe that the note represents an innovative way to translate the WDR’s findings into actions by the 
Bank Group, and we look forward to similar notes in future, particularly in the perspective of the next 
Report on Gender.  
 
We would like to underline the following areas for particular attention when working in fragile contexts. 
 
As regards partnerships, existing capacity and resources call for a primary focus of the Bank on its core 
mandate of economic development and poverty reduction. Over time the Bank has solidly established its 
comparative advantage in FCS and it should foster partnership with others – notably the United Nations, 
Regional Development Banks, and bilateral agencies – in areas outside its mandate, while adopting the 
new approach advocated by the WDR and adapting its operational culture to fragile environments. 
 
In this respect, the Bank must very selectively explore how it could support partners in the realms of 
security and justice reforms, with a clear focus on respectively demobilization and reintegration, social 
integration, and the reduction of inequality. As regards employment, we endorse the proposals for a 
Group-wide approach in FCS fostering concomitant engagement of the Bank, IFC and MIGA.  
 
As for risks, the engagement in fragile environments exacerbates the tension between risk-taking and 
results. The Bank will need to critically review its business-model and risks analysis framework to adapt 
the expectations and measurement of results to the peculiar challenges in FCS. This should be reflected in 
future country strategies and operations in FCS.  
 
On financing we note that against the need for continuous support in FCS, aid modalities tend to privilege 
commitments over disbursements in critical times, and to adopt stop-and-go patterns in line with 
downturns in governance. Provisions to address this challenge are needed, in particular with respect to a 
better exploitation of the complementarities between IDA and Multi-Donors Trust Funds, and we look 
forward to considering proposals in this respect at the IDA-16 Mid-Term Review. 
 
In relation to food price volatility and food security, we welcome the Bank Group’s past responsiveness 
in addressing the related challenges in a timely manner. Looking forward, we support the Bank’s 
comprehensive set of short and long term actions and instruments aimed at alleviating the impact on the 
poor and vulnerable. We welcome the multi-sectoral nature of the approach and encourage the Bank to 
further exploit possible synergies in areas such as nutrition and social protection and to scrutinize all its 
endeavors from a gender perspective. We also second the Bank Group in its long term focus to further 
anchor the foundation for food security. Notably, we want to underscore the significance of inclusion of 
small farmers into markets and express our appreciation to the more adequate space given to technical 
assistance. We expect that IFC will further increased sustainable investments of the private sector in 
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agriculture, from production to international trade, while paying attention to possible conflicts related to 
land property and water scarcity. As we move on along the elaborated lines of action, we strongly believe 
that more elements on actors of change, such as the private sector are needed. We agree that support for 
effective research should be kept high on the agricultural agenda and welcome the increasingly 
coordinated international action, including High Level forums. We insist on a transparent division of 
labor at the operational and policy level, between partners, including the G20. 
 
We acknowledge the progressive nature of the comprehensive yet complex building blocks of the Bank 
modernization. We agree on the need to transform the Bank, to allow our institution to better serve its 
clients and a more results-oriented delivery of its support according to the Post Crisis Directions. We have 
already made significant progress, as we modernized the Bank’s representation structure, added a 25th 
chair and increased the capital of IBRD. Much remains however to be done, to align the Bank to a new 
global environment, made of new constraints and new challenges. We encourage the Bank to sustain its 
efforts of strategic prioritization to allow the WBG to define its comparative advantages, make the 
necessary trade-offs and re-shape cooperation with other multilateral and bilateral partners. We 
acknowledge the efforts already underway, notably on decentralization, the matrix structure and the 
knowledge agenda. At the same time we believe that stronger linkages and causal logic should be 
established between the PCD and these as well as other subordinated, but essential elements of reform, 
including Human Resource and IT. We must also ensure that Bank executed trust funds strengthen the 
strategies adopted by the Board and are fully integrated in the statutory planning, budgeting and reporting 
processes. 
 
Finally, we welcome the update presented by the Board on progress in strengthening governance and 
accountability: shareholder stewardship and oversight. We recognize the substantial work done; we 
endorse the proposals for the Bank’s President selection process and the dual performance feedback of the 
Board and the President; and we call for a timely implementation of the proposals for the next 
Presidential term. The standing and legitimacy of a global development institution requires a robust 
corporate governance and we encourage the Board to continue its work in this direction. 
 
 
 


